
Dual Pump FPV-PD Concrete Sprayer /
Foamer
MODEL # 933712-V

OVERVIEW
The Dual Pump FPV-PD Concrete Sprayer / Foamer is a combination chemical spray and foam applicator for use with highly
corrosive chemicals such as those used to remove concrete and for aluminum brightening. This acid-resistant system uses 2
Flojet air-operated, double-diaphragm pumps to draw ready-to-use chemical solutions from static tanks. Compressed air is
injected into the foaming solution to greatly increase volume and coverage ability and rich, clinging foam is projected through the
foam hose, wand and fan nozzle. The other solution is projected as a chemical spray through a separate dedicated hose.
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Key Features
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the unit to foam and spray simultaneouslythe unit to foam and spray simultaneouslythe unit to foam and spray simultaneouslythe unit to foam and spray simultaneouslythe unit to foam and spray simultaneouslythe unit to foam and spray simultaneouslythe unit to foam and spray simultaneouslythe unit to foam and spray simultaneouslythe unit to foam and spray simultaneously

the unit to foam and spray simultaneously
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Includes

Chemical resistant plastic enclosureChemical resistant plastic enclosureChemical resistant plastic enclosureChemical resistant plastic enclosureChemical resistant plastic enclosureChemical resistant plastic enclosureChemical resistant plastic enclosureChemical resistant plastic enclosureChemical resistant plastic enclosure

Chemical resistant plastic enclosure
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OPTIONS
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414HC Acid Mixing Station414HC Acid Mixing Station414HC Acid Mixing Station414HC Acid Mixing Station414HC Acid Mixing Station414HC Acid Mixing Station414HC Acid Mixing Station414HC Acid Mixing Station414HC Acid Mixing Station

414HC Acid Mixing Station
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APPLICATIONS

ConcreteConcreteConcreteConcreteConcreteConcreteConcreteConcreteConcrete

Concrete

IndustrialIndustrialIndustrialIndustrialIndustrialIndustrialIndustrialIndustrialIndustrial

Industrial

Metal ProcessingMetal ProcessingMetal ProcessingMetal ProcessingMetal ProcessingMetal ProcessingMetal ProcessingMetal ProcessingMetal Processing
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Pharm/BioPharm/BioPharm/BioPharm/BioPharm/BioPharm/BioPharm/BioPharm/BioPharm/Bio

Pharm/Bio

REQUIREMENTS
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